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Recrystallization Processes in Granular Ice 

Maurine Montagnat, Gael Durand, Paul Duval 

LGGE CNRS, UJF-Grenoh/e I, BP 96, F-38402 Saill1-Martill d 'Heres Cedex, Fral1ce, 

mallrille@/gge.lIjJ-grenobfe.jr 

Abstract: Recrystallization mechan isms arc known 10 ac
commodate Ihe deformation as observed along icc corcs. 
The three main processes arc classically described as be
ing, success ively from the lOp of the cores, normal grain 
growth , rotation dynamic recrystallization and migration 
dynamic recrystallization. Recent observat io ns on local 
mechanisms at the grain scale lend to question this de
scriptio n. 
Thi s paper aims nt presenting Ihe basic knowledge about 
dyna mic recrystall ization processes in materials, with fo
cus o n the corresponding mechani sms oceuring during 
deformatio n of granular icc, more part icul arly along icc 
cores. We stress the significance of the scale to consider 
when analysing the mechani sms, depending on the ap
plicatio ns. In particular, we will demonstrate that dis
location substructures can develop locally, due 10 strong 
strain heterogene ities, without challe nging the classical 
description that explains the evolut ion of average grain 
size and fabrics along ice cores. 

Keywo rds: Dynamic rccrystalli zatio n. Ice sheets. Mi
crostructures. Fabrics. 

1 Introduction 

Ice cores arc an important source o f information on 
past climates rio 2, 3, 41. However, paleoclimatic in
terpre tations arc dependant on the rclatio n between the 
depth o f a layer and its age. This link is established by 
annu al layer counting for high accumulation rate sites 
(mostly Greenland) and by inversion o f simpli fied flow 
mode ls, which are unable to reproduce the observed flow 
heterogene ities L5, 6]. The ice rheology has a strong im
pact on the fl ow and must be correctly taken into account 
in ice fl ow models to beller understand the dynamics of 
iee sheets [7. 8, 9]. Regarding material sc ie nce, icc ex
tracted from ice cores contains a unique scI of data which 
provides valuable observations o n deformation eontrol
ing processes. Therefore, understanding the processes 
which dri ve the de fonnation o f icc, is of primary interest. 

Icc is a polycrystalline material with hexagonal struc
ture. The orientation of each crystal can be specified by 

its c and a axes. Deformation occurs mainly by dis
location glide along basal planes confe ring an impor
tant viscoplastic anisotropy 10 the crystal [101. Such an 
ani sotropy at the crystal scale induces the development o f 
strong internal stresses during deformation o f the pol y
crystal, associated with the mislllalch o f dislocatio n slip 
betwee n neighbori ng grains. 
[t is now well demonstrated that pl astici ty of ice sing le
and po[y-crystal is strong ly heterogencous. with disloca
tion motion highly intermittent in space and timc [[ 1, 12 [. 
This means th at de formation takes place through isolated 
""bursts" (di s[ocation avalanches) in wh ich the instanta
neous strain rate may exceed the average strain rate by 
several orders of magnitude 1131. In icc polycrysta[s, 
gra in boundaries appear 10 act as barriers 10 the dynamic 
propagatio n of avalanches but also to transmit internal 
stresses llI J. Rece ntly Louchet et al. I [4J questioned 
the impact of such self-organised crit ical dynamics on the 
de form ation in the ice core condit ions. Field data sug
gest th at grains contain a very low number of disloc;!tion 
mov ing at a time but that strong b;!ck-stresses arc prescnt, 
corresponding to a significant density of potentially mo
bile dislocations ! [51. These find ings arc consistent with 
critical dislocation dynamic. in which co[lective motion 
events occur for a short time, followed by long periods 
of inactivity during which grain growth, rotation recrys
tallization and other recovery processes contribute 10 the 
reduction of the lo ng range internal stress field l1 4J. 
[n most parts of ice sheets. due to intracrystalline d is
location slip, c ;!xes rotate during deformation toward 
the compressio n di rections and away from tensional o nes 
[16 ]. while they centcr around an axis perpendicular to 
the shear plane, in areas where simple shear is domi
nant. The n, c axes distributio n (re ferred to as fabri c in 
what fo[lows) is a conscquence of the strain-history ex
perienced by the icc layer from the icc-sheet surface. llie 
spati al variabil ity o f the observed fabrics, rrom a sing le 
maxi mum fabrics l6, 17J to girdle type fabrics 118J , in
dicates the strong coupling ex isting between the fabric 
and the local fl ow conditions. llle fabric formation con
fe rs a strain induced anisotropy to the polycrystal which 
influences further fl ow L7, 19,8 ]. At some stage. it is a 
chance, because ice-shects can be seen as a huge database 
containing fllbric evolution experiments for a very Illrge 
range o f strain-history and te mperature conditions. On 
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the other hand, the very small amount of data (few icc 
cores) regarding the icc-sheets typical size renders the ex
pl oitation of all these data very difficult. 
Deformation in icc sheets occurs at very low strain rate 
(from 10- 12 S- 1 to 10- 10 S- I) and under deviatoric 
stresses estimated to be lower than 0. 1 MPa. The aver
age lemperalUre ranges between roughly _50°C and the 
pressure melting po int, from the top to the bOllom of the 
ice sht.'Ct. Due to these extreme deformation cond itions, 
recovery processes arc very active. Alley et a!. 1201 de
scribed the grain growth mechanism which theoretically 
explai ns the increase in grain size in the first hundred 
meters of the cores. Further down, with increasing tOlal 
strain, dynamic recrystallizat ion mechan isms occur. Be
side the rotation of c axes due to strain, it is commonly 
agreed that recrystallization processes affect the texture 
of icc (i.e .. the fabric as well as the topological arrange
ment of grains), and thus the effective viscosity of the 
polycrystal [21. 22J. 
Recent results 123. 24J have questioned the e1assical de
scripti on of the deformation accommodating processes 
along the core, by suggest ing that dynamic recrystall iza
tion processes impact the deformation much earl ier than 
commonly expected. The aim of the present paper is to 
build a stale of the art of what we actually know about re
crystallization proccsses as occurring in ice shects, thanks 
to ice core texture measurements. We will first recall the 
basic knowledge of recrystallization mechanisms in ma
leri als, then what is known and observed for icc fro m lab
oratory tests and from icc cores. The common ly known 
mechanisms will be questioned regarding new results and 
assumptions. 

2 Recrystallization processes in materia ls 

Recrystallization and related annealing phenomena 
have been most widely studied in metals. lllerefore, mosl 
of the description and terminology used further for the 
description in rock and natural materials have been taken 
from metallurgical researeh, and some were adapted to fit 
the natural deformation conditi ons. 
Recrystall izat ion mechanisms that we will describe in 
th is paper arc the ones relevant to icc deformation con
ditions. They on ly occur during deformation and arc then 
called "dynamic recrystall ization" eventhough the term 
"dynamic" will sometimes be omitted . On the contrary, 
in metals. most of the recrystall isation processes widely 
studied so far arc "static" recrystallization mechanisms, 
i.e. occurring after de formation is over. 

2.1 Normal grain growth 

In polyerysta lline materials, the lIorllla/ graill growth 
is driven by the decrease of the total grain boundary en
ergy within the polycryslal. Normal grai n growth mainly 
occurs after primary recrystallization, or during deforma
tion when the strain s torL'{f energy is low compared with 
the total grain boundary energy. 
The driving pressure on a boundary of encrgy 1 9b arises 

from its curvat ure. The driving pressure P is given by : 

p = 19b (_1 __ ~) 
R I R2 

( I ) 

where RI and R2 are the principal radii of curvature of a 
boundary of energy "tgb . 

Assuming that the grain boundary is a part of a sphere of 
radius R. the drivi ng pressure can be expressed as [25J. 

p = 21gb 
R 

(2) 

By assum ing that 19b is the same for all the bound
aries and the radius R is proportional to the mean radius 
< R >. the boundary velocity is given by: 

d < R> = M Ctlgb 
dt < R > 

(3) 

with Ct a constant and M the grain boundary mobility. 
Already note that "tgb increases with misorientation up to 
about 15° and is then roughly constant except for coin
cidence orientations where it is lower. The kinetics of 
normal grain growth is then expressed by: 

(4) 

where (R) is the mean grain radius. (Ro) is the InI

tial mean grain radi us. f( ;111 Arrhenius temperature de
pendant constant which can be considered as the grain 
boundary migration rate, and m = 2. The parabolic law 
was derived from mean field approxi mations wh ich con
sider the behavior of a single grain embeddcd in an en
vi ronment wh ich is some average representat ion of the 
whole assembly 126J. Other approaches, like Monte 
Carlo simulations [271 or vertex modeling 128J give si m
ilar grain growth law exponents for the mean grain ra
dius evolution of an assemblage of grains. Normal grain 
growth can be affected by temperature, by solules and 
particles or by the fabric. Indeed, as a highly elus
tered fabric contains a large proportion of low angle grain 
boundaries, there is therefore a reduced driving force for 
grain growth. 
In the regime of normal grain growth. the di stribution of 
normalized grain sizes R/(R) remains unchanged, un i
modal. and is generally well filled by a log-nomlal distri
bution [29, 30J. Note however that this log-nonnal fit has 
not so far received theoretical support. 
An extensive descri ption of the theory of lIorlllo/ grain 
growth can be found in [29] and with particular emphasis 
on normal grain growth in polar ice in [20, 31,32]. 

2.2 Dynamic rotation and migration recrystallization 
From Humphreys 3nd Haterly [29J it is well estab

lished that in minerals, and thus in icc, two types of 
dynamic recrystall ization occur. At high temperature and 
high stresses, a discontinuous form of dynamic recrystal
lization similar 10 recrystallization duri ng hOI work ing in 
metals occurs, and is referred, in the geological literature 
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as "migration rL'Crystallization". However, at lower tem
peratures and stresses there is often a transition toward a 
mechanism called "rotation recrystallization" similar to 

what is called "dynamic recrystal lization by progressive 
l<lttice rotation", with a discominuity in the grain bound
<lry migration rate at the transition. 

Rotation (01" continuous) rec rystalliza tion 
From Humphreys and Haterly [291. in many materials. 
new grains with high angle boundaries may be formed 
duri ng straining, by the progressive rotation of subgrains 
with li ll ie accompanying boundary migration . Th is is 
a strain-induced phenomcnon which should not be con
fused with the subgrain rotation which occurs during 
static annealing. 
This mechanism was firs t found in minerals. It in
volves subgrains. adjacent to pre-existing grain bound
aries, which progressively rotate as dislocations are accu
mulated with strain. A gradient of misorientation is de
veloped in the grain, from the centre to the edges, where 
dislocations arc piled-up, and at high strains, high angle 
boun daries may develop. 
This mechanism is then likely associated with inhomoge
neous plasticity and accelerated dynamic recovery in the 
grain boundary regions. 
Considering the heterogeneous nature of dislocation slip 
processes l33] and evidence for intermittent nature of 
creep deformation [34. 35, 36, 371, we can wonder 
whether this mechanism is progressive or occurs as a 
burst-type mechanism. To our knowledge. there exist 
no studies relating the intemliltent dislocation behav
ior to the dynam ic recrystallization mcehan isms. What 
we call "progressive" structure evolution might rather be 
a threshold type of mechanisms evolving rapidly with 
time [381. Traditionnal post-dcfomlation observations 
can only capture a final state and are nOi able to char
acterize the intermittent nature of such mechanisms. Ob
servations were made during in-situ deformation of pure 
copper under X-ray diffraction where dislocation struc
tures showed intermittent dynamics, appearing and dis
appearing with proceeding defomlation [391. 
At the local scale, there is a threshold value of dislocation 
densi ty up to which a subgrain is encrgetically more fa
vorable than an isolatcd dislocmion structure. The energy 
of a subgrain with a misorieruation 8 is given by [381: 

E(O) ~ EoO (A - lnO) 

bG 
Eo = 471"( 1 v) 

b 
A = I + In -?

_71"1"0 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

where b is the noml of the Burgers vector, G is the shear 
modulus, v is the Poisson ratio, and TO is the dislocation 
radi us. 
The energy of a density p of isolated dislocations is: 

(8) 

with f.1. the shear modulus. In icc, for TO = b the subgrain 
energy is smaller than the isolated dislocation energy for 
a misorientation 8 equal to about IOcorresponding to a 
dislocation density of about 5 x lOT m- 2, a value that 
would correspond to the initial stme in a non deformed 
crystal [40, 15]. 
At the polycrystal scale, the effect of rotation recrystal
lization is a decrease in the average grain size and the 
creation of some correlations between the orientation lat
tice of neighbouring grains 141,42,241. 

Migration (01" discontinuous) recl"ystallization 
As was shown for instunce for NaCl 1431 and ice [441, 
thcre exist a clear boundary between rotation and migra
tion recrystall ization domains. The first occurring at low 
stresses and temperature, the second at high stresses and 
temperature. The transition is characterized by a jump 
in the grain boundary mobility. For a strain larger than 
a critical strain and if the temperature is high enough. 
the intrinsic mobility of the grain boundary (linked to the 
tempermure and the misorientation angle) may be high 
enough for migration recrystallizat ion to occur. 
Humphreys and Haterly [291 provide an accurate simpli
fied descript ion of the mechanism which is as fo llows. 
New grains are created at the old grain boundarics, but 
due to dcfomlat ion going on, the new grains accumulate 
dislocmions, thus reducing the driving force for their fur
ther growth. Therefore, a critical defonnation is neces
sary in order to initiate dynamic migration recrystalliza
tion. For grain boundary migration , the driving force is 
due to the difference in strain energy between deformed 
grains and disIOC,lIion-free areas. For very low strain 
rates and large initial grain size, intragranular nucleation 
becomes more important. The driving force for dynamic 
migration recrystallization increases with applicd stress 
and the intrinsic boundary mobility is a function of tcm
perature. The created new grain structure, which mayor 
may nOi involve the migration of grain boundaries, even
tually becomes independant on strain 129,451. 
Humphreys and Haterly [29J compiled data from a large 
variety of materi<lls providing the evolution of the dynam
ically recrystallized grain size as a function of stress at 
high temperature. The empirical relationship is given by: 

(J" = [(D- m (9) 

where m< I and K is a constant that docs not depend on 
temperature. Such measurcments were performed on icc 
by Jacka and Li [461, and will be presented in paragraph 
3.1. 
The obtained steady state is coming from the balance be
tween nucleation of new small grains and migrmion of 
existing boundaries. Derby and Ashby [47J have devel
oped an analysis based on the characterist ic time taken 
for a moving boundary to sweep out a volume equivalent 
to the mean steady state grain size. This time is supposed 
to be equivalent to the one rcquired for a nucleus to be 
formed in the growing vol ume. The difficulty with this 
approach is 10 cstimate a realistic value of thc nucleation 
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rate. 
Criterium based on the bulgi ng mechanisms. together 
with dislocation densi ty as a main parameter was sug
gested by Roberts and Ahlblom 148] and more recently 
by Br~chet et al. 149]. B(){h approaches predict that dy
namic recrystallizat ion is favoured for high values of mo
bility and stress. and low values of strain rate. 

3 Dynamic recrystallization processes in ice 

The above described H.-crystallization mechanisms are 
observed in icc. But. due 10 the very low strai n rates and 
stresses in icc sheets, processes observed in the field are 
very different from those observed in the laboratory. The 
fi rs t can not yet be reproduced in the laboratory and there 
ex ist no obvious matc hing between recrystall ization ob
served in laboratory tests and most o f the recrystal lizati on 
processes measuH.-d a long icc cores. 

3.1 Migration recrystallization in laboratory de
rormed icc 
We will focus on the mechanical behaviour o f "granu

lar" icc. which is the closest 10 glacier ice. Most of the 
tests perfonned in the laboratory have been crecp tests, 
pcrfonned under constant applied stress. for applied shear 
stresses lower than 1M Pa. 
A sketch of a typical creep curve is shown in Figure I 
giving, on log scale. the stra in rate as a funct ion of strain. 
TIITI .. -c creep stages arc observed [50. 40, 5 1]. Following 
the first instantaneous elast ic strai n. there is a primary or 
transient creep during which the creep rate decreases con
tinuously. This primary creep occurs to about 1% strain. 
:md is followed by a secondary creep correspondi ng to a 
minimun creep ra te Dctween 1 and 2% strain. This sec
ondary cree)) corresponds to the transition between the 
decelerming primary creep and the accelerating tert iary 
creep. During the tertiary creep, and beyond about 10% 
of strain. a steady state is reached which is associated 
with stable fabrics and stcady state grain size due to dy
namic migration H.-crystallization lID, 51 J. 

Figure I : 

Seconaary 
cre¢p 

! 

Terti 
creep 

1% - I O~~ 

A IJIJical creep Cllrve, strain rate as a filllc-

rioll of slrain. for a COl/stant aplJ/ied stress 011 isolropic 
grall/ liar ice. 

During primary creep, strong internal stresses arc built 
due to thc mismatch of d islocmion slip between grai ns, 
Dislocations are accumulated at grain boundaries, bot the 
accumulated strain is too low to induce any fabric dc
velopment. Whe n the stored e nergy is high cnough, thc 
internal stresscs arc relaxed via dyn3mic migration re
crystallization during terti ary creep and lead to the steady 
statc JUSt described . 
Jacka and Li [52[ performed un iaxial compression creep 
tcsts on 13bor3tory prcpared samples, with init ially ran
domly orientcd crystals. The tests covered the te mpera
ture range of - IOQC 10 -45QC for strcsses ranging between 
0. 1 to 0.8 MPa. 
Thc minimum creep ratc was systcmatically obtained for 
strain close 10 I %. At - 15Q C, for stresses highcr than 0.1 
MPa. the thrce crecp regimes arc observed. The tertiary 
crecp is always characteri zed by a steady-state strain rate 
which decreases wi th the stress. Thc fabric pattern as
sociated with this tert iary creep is well charactcrized by 
a small circle g ird le at around 30ofrom the compression 
ax is. This girdle tends to weaken with decreasing tcmper
ature and stresses, From that. the authors conclude that 
migration l\."Cryslallization is the dominalll mechan ism 
contro lling now rate at higher stresses and temperature. 
Assuming that this recrystallization mechanism is st ill 
ac tive at lower stresses and temperature. the processcs 
are too slow to reach a steady state fabric and microstruc
ture within the duration of the experiments. 
Jacka and Li [46] show that during tcrtiary crcep, not 
onl y a stable pre ferred crystal orientation developed but 
also a steady-state grai n size resultes from deformation 
to large strains (> 10%) following Equation 9. Equi
librium cryst:l l size docs not depend on temperature and 
decreases wi th incrcasing applied SlTess. It is consid
ered as a "bal:lIlce" between crystal growth due to grain 
boundary migration and small new grai n nucleation due 
to accumulated dislocation substructures during defor
mation. 
Duval ct al. 11 01 showed somc microstructures after 
migration recrystallization under compression and lor
sion which reveal some interlocki ng microstructures 
wi th large irregul ar grains surrounded by smaller grains. 
Similar microstructures were observed by Jacka and 
Maccagnan 1531 for lests performed in compression at 
strain highcr than 5%, with girdle-like fabric around 
30° (rom the compression ax is. 

In summary, during laboratory experiments, tert iary 
creep is associated with a steady statc due 10 dynamic 
migration recrystallization occurri ng after a few % strain. 
Th is dynamic reerysw ll ization provides a constant grai n 
size at a given dcvimoric stress, a microstructure charac
terized by large intcrlocked grain surrounded by smallcr 
grains. Fabrics formed by such strain-induced recrystal
lizm ion processes are characterized by oricntations favor
llble to the basal slip which can adjust rapidly to a change 
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in applied stress. 

3.2 Dynamic recrystallization in polar ice sheets 
So far, it has commonl y been accepted that recrystal

lizati on mechan isms acconlmodating dcformation along 
icc cores were, successivel y. normal grain growth, ro
tation dynamic recrystallization in the main part of the 
cores. followed by migration recrystall ization in the bot
tom part of some cores where temperature becomes 
higher than _10°C. and accumu lated stress is sufficient 
[1 8. 54. 17.22.55, 6 [. 
All the described processes occurs during defomlat ion. 
This has to be emphasized when describing "nomlal grain 
growth"' along icc cores. 
Recent resul ts tend to show that there ex ists strong over· 
laps between these recovery mLochanism areas of domi
nance, with processes that can locally occurs at the grain 
scale. To di stinguish the relevant scale of analysis is 
then of main importance when trying 10 model the ba
sic mechanisms associatL-d with recrystallization or to 
represent the average evolution of the textures and mi
crOStructures. 
Figure 2 presents the evolulion of grain size along the 
GR IP (Greenl and) [171. EPICA Dome C [56] and Byrd 
(A ntarctica) 157 \ icc cores. Please note that the measure
ment techniques are different and Clln introduce bias in 
the absolute vll lues [58]. 

Normal grain growth 
Crea ted by the progressive densificat ion of snow and firn. 
icc in icc cores has small grain size in the upper layers 
(about I mm). Grain growth is alrelldy occurring in firn 
159.601, and probllbly in snow as the densi fication pro
cesses take place over more than 2<XlO years in some cold 
places (Antarctic plateau). Deformation processes being 
very slow, the surface energy is reduced by a mechanism 
simil ar to the "'metallurgical"' normal gra in growth de
scribed in paragraph 2.1 while deformation is going on. 
At the interface between icc and air. the local stresses ca n 
be vcry high and dislocation pi le-ups are expectcd. 

Al leyet al. 13 1\, Arnaud et al. l6 J] and . more recently, 
Durand et al. [321 have shown that "verage gmin size 
evolut ion with depth in bubbly ice and fi rn (first hundred 
meters of the core) WllS vcry well represcntL-d by cl assi
calmodcling of nomlal grai n growth in dense materials. 
Thi s was also truc for the microstructure evolution. to
pography and size distribution. In p<l rt icular, Weiss et 
al. 1"62 ] has shown that. up to 580 m depth along the 
EPICA Dome C icc core, the distributions of nomlal
ized grain sizes arc well fitl cd by log- normal di stribu
tions, as cxpected when normal grain growth is dominat
ing. The two independent parameters characterizing the 
log- normal distribution, i.c. the average and the stllndard 
devia tion, are slightly cvolving with depth. which could 
be interprcted as a tmnsient regimc. 
As already mentioned, normal grain growth driven by the 
frec energy of grain boundary is observed lliong polar 

ice cores where deformation processes are active. At thc 
transition where the gmin size becomes constant along 
the Byrd and GRI P icc core (sec Figure 2). an upper 
bound for average disloc<ltion density <lcc umulatcd by de
fonnation is estimated by Montagnat et al. ll 51 of 1011 
m- 2 . Thi s corresponds to a driving force due to ddor
nmtion stored encrgy of <lboUl 30 Jm - J . From the top of 
the core to this trans ition zone, grain size ranges between 
about I and 5 mill . With "'Igl1 = 0.065 Jm- 2. the driv
ing pressure P for normal grain growth (Equation I) thcn 
decrcases from about 130 to 30 Jm - 3 . On average. then, 
the driving force for normal grain growt h is always higher 
than the upper bound driving force associated with dislo
cations up \0 this transition in grain size, whcre di slo
cation induced recrystalli zation can dominllle. However, 
locall y ncar grain boundaries, dislocation density can be 
higher than the average value, which can explain some 
depanure from the ex act "'normal grain growth"' process, 
with the existcnce of loe:11 dislocntion substructures. 
The evolution with time of the mean grain size is given 
by Equation.. . The range of K between _50°C and -
10°C is roughl y betwL'Cn 10- 17 and 5 x 10- 15 m2s- 1 

[10]. From dat a of gmin growth in firn and shall ow ice in 
Greenland and Antarctica. the activation cnergy is nbout 
50 kJ .mol- 1 [59\. A much higher value is found above 
_10°C 1'6[. 
The exponent m = 2 in Equation 4 is a lower bound 
derived from mea n fi eld approximations as explai nL-d in 
paragraph 2. 1. The profile of grain growth in the firs l 400 
m of the GR IP core is well reproduced with m = 2.5 
117\. A vn lue of 3.2 was found between 100 and 400 m 
depth ll iong the EPICA DOllle C icc core \62\. Departure 
from 111 = 2 has been associated with solute drag 163]' 
interaction with micropanicules, effect of texture 130\. 
From Durand et al. [32], the departurc from the theo
retical parabolic law along the EPI CA Dome C icc core 
is likely 10 result from bubble pinning. assumi ng that the 
grain boundary mobility is signifi cantly higher than the 
mobility of bubbles. Considering the new observ:lt ions 
of dislocat ion substructures from firn and thc early ice 
123. 2"J (presented in the next paragraph), a very plausi
ble ex pl anat ion for the value of In > 2 in deep ice cores 
is the progressive occurring of rotat ion recrystallization, 
with pol ygoniz:i1ion progressively influencing the grain 
size distribution. 
A consequence of nont1:l1 grain growth is clearl y visible 
on Figure 2, for the Byrd and GRIP icc core. The SlOp 
in grain size increase is nssocinted with the dominllling 
impact of rotation recrystallization. in an area where the 
temperature rcmains constant along the core. On the con
trary. along the EPICA Dome C icc core, such an abrupt 
change in grain size evolution is not ev idenced, which is 
attributed 10 the continuous temperature increase along 
the core. 
In glacial icc, grain growth rate is significantly lowcr than 
for interglacial periods [57, 64, 18. 65. 17,66 \. Signif
icant variations in the p<l rt icle and impurity contents arc 
found in the Antarctic and Greenland icc sheets. most of 
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them well correlated with climate 167, 68]. Several ex
planations were given for the correlation between climate 
and grain size, including impurity drag 131] and the pin
ning of grain boundaries by micropartic1es [66, 32]. The 
drag of soluble impurities segregated at grain boundaries 
could also reduce the grain boundary mobility [20, 31 J. 
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Figure 2: El'olulion afgrain size alol/g Ihe EPICA DOllie 
C (jilfl circles), Ihe GRIP (eli/plY circles) alld Ihe Byrd 
(full squares) ice cores. IlIlIer pallel: focus 011 Ihe firsl 
1500m 

Rotation recrystallization 
Rotation recrystallization mechan isms appear to exten
sively occur in polar ice sheets. For the Byrd ice core, 
Alley et al. [41J indicate that polygonization processes 
associated with this recrystallization counteract further 
grain growth below 400 m depth. TIle same explanation 
was given by Castclnau ct al. 1211 for the constant grain 
size betwecn 650 and 1625 III along the GRIP icc core. 
At Vostok and Dome C. due to the continuous increase 
in temperature from the surface, the transition from grain 
growth to rotation recrystallization is hard 10 determine 
from the grain size profile [22]. BUI Lipenkov [personal 
communication, 20001 observed the first sub-boundaries 
under polarized light below 700 m. Durand et a1. 132] 
modeled the different mechanisms such as normal grain 
growth, rotation recrystallization as well as pinning effect 
of dust particles. bubblcs and clathratcs and showed that 
rotation recrystallization had to be taken into account in 
ordcr to reproducc accuratcly the grain sizc profile along 
the EPICA Dome C ice core. 
Obbard and Baker (69J d id Electron Back Scallered 
Diffraction (EBSD) experimcnts on samples from the 

Vostok ice core to measure the complete fabric, including 
c and a axes in individual grains. The full orientation re
lat ions between grains and subgrains allow to distinguish 
the impact of rotation recrystallization ]70]. They sug
gest that polygonization associated with rotation recrys
tallization takes place, demonstrated by the high number 
of low-angle grain boundaries (1_10°) in the misorienta
tion distribution histograms from 1200 to 3329 m depth. 
Durand et al. [241 investigated thc relationshi ps bctwecn 
neighbouring grains and applied it to lhc tcxtures mca
sured along the 900 m of thc NorthG RJP icc core. Based 
on the assumption that the splilling of grains increases 
the number of neighbouring grains with a small angle of 
misorientation [41] they observed that rotation recrystal
lization occurred in the upper pan of the ice sheet, and 
that the fractionation rate appeared to be constant. Rota
tion recrystallization appears as isotropic, indepcndant of 
the c-axis orientation which evolves along the core. Fur
thcrmorc, KipfslUhl Cl al. [23], have obscrvcd lattice sub
structures inside grains in firn. These obscrvations show 
that locally, subgrains can appear from the very begin
ning of the deformation process in the core. Both ob
servations are coherent with the fact that normal grain 
growth, as occurs in ice core, is associated with defor
mation , and dislocations inhornogeneously accumulated 
can locally induce some Janice substructures which can 
evolve into sub-boundaries. In particular, such observa
tions highlight the fac t that, locally, several mechanisms 
competc. 
Dc La Chapelle et al. [221 provides a model for the evo
lution of the Slored cnergy along the GR IP and the Vos
tok ice cores. The evolut ion of the dislocation density 
is obtaincd by a balance between the generation due to 
deformation, and a reduction by the moving boundaries 
during grain boundary migration. Assuming average dis
location density in grains, the highest dislocat ion density 
obtained along the GR IP core is aboutl.8 x lOll m- 2 and 
about 1.3 x lOll m- 2 along the Vostok core. From about 
1500 m along the GRIP ice core, the average stored en
ergy from dislocations bccomes highcr than the driving 
force for grain growth. Wc can thus assume that, whcn 
considering a higher dislocation density dosc to grain 
boundaries, such a condition is reached at a higher depth 
locally ncar grain boundaries. On the contrary, this condi
tion is never reached on average along the Vostok ice core 
where the driving force for grain growth remains higher 
than the dislocation stored energy. 
To summarize, due to the high viscoplastic anisotropy of 
the ice crystal, strong deformation incompatibilities de
velop which introduce strong heterogeneities of deforma
tion inside thc grains and between grains. That thesc het
erogcncities arc strong enough, evcn in rim, to locally 
induce strong lattice d istortions up to subgrain structures 
is not surprising, considering that subgrains arc appear
ing as early as 1% strain in the laboratory. Nevertheless, 
the deformation in ice core is so slow that grain bound
ary migration driven by the reduction in surface energy 
of grains is a very efficient process to reduce the local 
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internal stresses and dominates in the upper part of the 
core. Then, th is is not a contradiction to develop phe
nomenologic models, with avcrage variables that con
sider only the dominating mechanism at a given depth 
[20,31. 22, 15, 32J. Such models well reproduce the ob
served grain size evolution, and allow a prediction of the 
average dislocation density along the cores [22, 15J. 

Dyna mic migration recrystal lization 
Migration recrystallization. as describcd in paragraph 2.2 
and more specifically for laboratory deformed ice in para
graph 3.1 has not been clearly observed along ice cores. 
The driving force for migration recrystallization is thede
formation stored energy through dislocations. For grain 
boundaries to migrate fast enough, it is necessary 10 pro
vide a good balance between SlOred energy and grain 
boun dary mobility, which was shown to increase by about 
2 orders of magni tude whcn temperature becomes higher 
than _10°C [IOJ. 
Gow and Williamson [57J observed a rapid transforma
tion to coarse-grained ice with multiple-maxima fabrics 
below 1810 m depth along the Byrd icc core (in the bot
tom 350 m). Th is was attributed to a rapidly increas ing 
temperature from _15°C at 18lO m to _1.7°C at 2164 m 
favouring migration rel; rystallization mechan isms. 
The same abrupt change is observed in the last 150 m 
of the 1000 m long Siple Dome ice core 1711 where the 
obtained texture is close to typical "dynamic migration 
recrystallization" textures observed during laboratory ex
periments, with dispersed or multi-maxima fabrics. The 
temperature of the ice at 804 m is about _9°C. 
In the last 240 m of the GRIP icc core, abrupt changes in 
grain size and fabrics appears, cOllsistant with a tempera
ture increase close to _10°C r 17, 721. Textures arc charac
terized by large interlocking grains, and opened fabrics. 
The preselll;e of large interlocking grains is explained by 
migration recrystall ization but the changc in fabril;S evo
lution at the bollom of the core is linked 117]10 a change 
in stress condition, evolving toward tensional stress. 
At the bottom of the EPICA Domc C icc core, the temper
ature increases from _13° C at 2800 m 10 _2°C at 3250m. 
The ice is then warm enough for migration recrystalliza
tion to occur. Durand et al. [this issue] found a highly 
nuctuating fabric (measured by second order orientation 
tcnsor) in this part of the core, that can not be clearly 
correlated 10 climate or chemical components. But mi
crost.ructures do not show any large interlocking grain. 
The authors observe some very small grains in between 
larger grains below 2846 m indicating that nucleation 
associatcd with migration recrystallization can occur lo
cally, close to grain boundaries. 
On the contrary (to rotation reerystallizalion), migration 
recrystallization induces fabrics which are different from 
strain-induced fabrics. As observed in Al pine glaciers 
173, 74]. during lab experi ments [75, 53, 52J or at the 
bottom of the Byrd icc core [57!. the c-axes rotate toward 
the direction of easy glide, between 30° and 45° from 
the vert ical axis. Such a fabric provides orientations that 
favour the imposed compress ive strain. The formed fab-

rics arc e ither imposed by the nucleation of so-called well 
oriented grain, and/or the favoured growth of such grains. 
The fabric is then controlled by the stress state within the 
polycrystal175 1. Due to the fabri c resulting from migra
tion recrystallizmion , and the softening associmed wi th 
this recovery process, the viscosity of the ice layers can 
become very low. Such an induced softening of the poly
crystal behav iour in the bottom part of the core can have a 
non-negligible impact on the global now around the I;ore, 
and should then be accurately understood to be taken into 
account in now modeli ng. 

4 Conclusion 

Thanks to the obscrvat ions performed along polar icc 
cores we have a clear overview of dynamic recrystalliza
tion mechanisms accommodating the defonnation in icc 
sheets. The data such as textures and microstructures that 
arc measured along the cores remain "average" data, at 
the polycrystal scale. Recently, researchers have become 
involved in trying to understand the local mechanisms 
associated with grai n growth, polygonization and nucle
ation which characterize recrystallization processes along 
iee cores. In doing so, the an isotropil; nature of deforma
tion of icc appears to have a strong innuence on the local 
mechanisms, at the crystal scale. by inducing high local 
stress and strain hetcrogeneities ncar grain boundaries. 
Then , locally. recrystallization mechanisms can overlap 
each other, wi th evidence of local polygonization in ar
eas where normal grain growth dominates the polycrys
tal behavior, and observation of small nucleus at some 
grai n boundaries where rotation recrystallization is ener
getically the most favorable. Such observations stress the 
interest of a pr<x:ise defin ition of thc scale at which the 
observations are done, and their purpose. 
The aim of th is paper was to describe precisely the mech
anisms as they have been defined in material science. 
"Normal grain growth" in ice core occurs with deforma
tion, but in the upper part of the cores, the driving force 
due 10 dislocation storage remains low, <It least on aver
age, and the p<lr<lbolic growth law provides a good repre
sentation of grain size distribution measurements. 
Furthermore, we have very few clues concern ing the oc
currence of dynamic migration recrystall izat ion along ice 
cores. while the process is clearly dom inating the defor
mation of icc in the laboratory. 
Considering the time scale of deformat ion as observed 
along ice corcs, the question remains opened as regards 
the existence of a stationary statc. The viscoplasticity 
in ice is an intennittent process <lnd is compctiti ng with 
grain boundary migration which is a very slow temper
alure dependant mechanism along the main part of icc 
cores. More observations need to be done to understand 
thc interact ion betwecn recrystall ization processcs and 
the intermillcllcy nature of deformation associ;\led with 
dislocation glide. New technics sueh as EBS D character
ization. microstructural observations or X-ray diffraction 
will be of good help to better understand the processes at 
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the local scale. 
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